Penn Alumnae in the News
Read about these alumnae, profiled in the Jan/Feb 2013 issue of your Penn Alumni magazine, The Gazette.

Laura Bilodeau Overdeck, WG’95
Recently featured in Time Magazine (full article is for Time subscribers), Laura is the creator of Bedtime Math. Her mission: “To make the nightly math problem as common as the bedtime story.” To learn more about her amazing work, and how it might benefit the children in your own life circles, read Laura’s profile in the Gazette.

Betty Liu, C’95
Betty is quite literally “in the news” as the host of “In the Loop with Betty Liu” on Bloomberg TV, and “In the Loop at the Half” on Bloomberg Radio. Find out about her exciting path from studying at Penn to broadcasting global business news, and how much she has learned along the way, in Betty’s profile in the Gazette.